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§ The United States has had over 9 million coronavirus cases.

§ While total cases across the U.S. were decreasing in late summer, we 
are now seeing the case count across the U.S. rise again.

§ President Trump and several senior White House officials and 
Republican Senators have contracted COVID-19, bringing the virus back 
into the national spotlight and media narrative.

§ The outbreak epicenters have shifted to the South and Midwest from the 
Northeast, and cases are now increasing around the country. 

§ Several factors contributed to the current situation in the U.S.:

• Delayed response from federal government, with limited guidance 
to states and localities

• Widespread (and continuing) shortages of medical supplies

• Ongoing lack of tests or delayed results

• Inconsistent guidance and policies between cities, states, and the 
federal government related to social distancing/stay-at-home 
orders, face-covering requirements/guidance and mandated PPE

• Many sates that quickly “reopened” saw case spikes, and then had 
to pause or reverse course

§ This reality provides a stark backdrop for an election that may well be 
decided by voters’ assessment of the Trump administration’s handling of 
this year’s triple public health, economic, and racial justice crises.

Virus Spread
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The New York Times



HEROES Act: House Democratic Stimulus Bill
§ A $3 trillion second stimulus package was passed by House Democrats in May but has not received support from Senate Republicans or the 

White House

HEALS Act: Senate Republican Stimulus Bill

§ Senate Republicans proposed a new stimulus package, but Democrats oppose many of its provisions and its cuts to previous aid levels

House Problem Solvers Caucus Bill

§ This bipartisan caucus has released a $1.5 trillion bill, but Democrats oppose it for not providing enough aid

Federal Response
Federal Reserve Actions:

§ $2.3 Trillion in Loans 
(Announced April 9)

§ Cut interest rate to 0%
§ $700 billion in quantitative easing
§ $500 billion worth of U.S. 

government bonds
§ $200 billion in bonds issued by 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac

CARES Act – $2.2 Trillion 
Stimulus Package:

§ $500 billion financial assistance 
for companies in need

§ $380 billion for small businesses
§ $300 billion in tax incentives
§ $290 billion direct payment to 

taxpayers
§ $260 billion expansion of 

unemployment benefits
§ $150 billion in aid to hospitals 

and healthcare providers

Defense Production Act:

President Trump invoked the Defense Production Act 
(DPA), the Cold War–era law that gives a president 
significant emergency authority to control domestic 
industries.

It allows the president, largely through executive 
order, to direct private companies to prioritize orders 
from the federal government. The president is also 
empowered to “allocate materials, services, and 
facilities” for national defense purposes, and take 
actions to restrict hoarding of needed supplies.
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State Responses
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Due to the federal government’s laissez-faire approach, state and local governments have been largely responsible for responding to the 
pandemic, resulting in greatly varied approaches to locking down, business restrictions, testing, provision of PPE, mask wearing mandates, 
and other efforts. 

Many states that initially rushed to reopen in April/May faced dramatic surges in new cases and had to pause, revise, or reverse these 
efforts – e.g., closing bars and indoor dining in CA, and face-covering mandates in TX, NC, and AL.

School reopenings have been particularly uncertain, varied, and controversial. Some schools have delayed opening, and many school 
districts and universities which originally opened in person have moved to online-only courses. More than 50,000 college students have 
tested positive for coronavirus since the semester began.



Although unemployment claims have dropped from their peak earlier this year, with almost 800,000 new claims last week, unemployment 
remains historically high. Many companies are turning furloughs into permanent layoffs, and the situation is particularly dire as pandemic-
specific unemployment benefits have expired and the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) for small businesses ended. Full economic 
recovery remains out of reach in the U.S. as most companies continue to operate under restrictions.

Economic Impact

Key Sectors Impacted

Retail Travel + Tourism Auto

Hotels Gaming Restaurants /
Food & Beverage

Oil and Gas Live Events / 
Sports Manufacturing

§ The National Bureau of Economic Research announced that the U.S. 
officially entered a recession in February 2020.

§ The U.S. has seen a dramatic rise in bankruptcy filings from both large 
and small businesses since the start of the pandemic, particularly from 
the industries represented in the table above. Companies that have filed 
for bankruptcy protection include J.C. Penny, Neiman Marcus, Chuck E. 
Cheese’s, Brooks Brothers, Hertz, J. Crew, and Chesapeake Energy, 
among many others.
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Political Landscape

Although election day is not until Nov. 3, the election is already
well underway with almost 84 million votes already cast by early 
or mail-in voting. 

While we do not know who these votes were cast for, we know 
the party registration of the voters: 

Democrats: 47% | Republicans: 30% | Independent: 24%

This reflects expectations as Democrats have encouraged early
and absentee voting, while Republicans have encouraged voting 
on election day. 

Most respectable polling shows Biden maintaining a steady lead 
of ~ 9 points over Trump. However because of the Electoral 
College, of particular concern to both candidates are their 
performances in key swing states (see next slide).

Trump’s approval rating remains underwater, though it has held 
fairly steady at 40-45% throughout the year. 

The pandemic has upended traditional campaigning strategies 
and voting procedures. 

Early and absentee voting options around the country have been 
expanded to avoid crowds at polling places on election day, and 
each state controls its own election rules and procedures. We
are already seeing controversies over mail-in ballots, new safety 
requirements at polling places, and last-minute logistical 
changes and voter confusion due to the pandemic.

Additionally, the president has all but exhorted his supporters to 
monitor polling places in-person, creating the potential for 
additional fear and confusion for in-person voters.

And in swing states in particular, because of expected close 
races and an increase in mail-in voting, we should be prepared 
to wait days or even weeks after election day before contests, 
including the presidential contest, are finally decided.

Presidential Contest: Coronavirus Impact on State Elections:
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Current Presidential Polling: National and Swing States
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§ Arizona: Biden +3.1

§ Florida: Biden +2

§ Georgia: Biden +1.7

§ Iowa: Biden +0.3

§ Michigan: Biden +8.6

§ Minnesota: Biden +8.2

§ Nevada: Biden +6.1

§ North Carolina: Biden +1.9

§ Ohio: Trump +1

§ Pennsylvania: Biden +5.1

§ Texas: Trump +1.3

§ Wisconsin: Biden +8.6

All data from FiveThirtyEight averages of available polls

Recent Swing-State Polling – Presidential Race

FiveThirtyEight



Current Senate Polling
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All data from 270toWin averages 
of available polls



Current House of Representatives Polling
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All data from 270toWin 
averages of available polls



Key Items Moving Forward
Combatting the Virus:
§ To contain the spread of the virus, the U.S. must expand testing, establish and encourage adherence to social distancing guidelines, and 

produce and provide critical protective equipment to medical professionals.
§ The rapid spread of virus cases highlights the challenges inherent in reopening U.S. society before a vaccine is widely available. 
§ An effective plan for reopening will require the cooperation of local, state, and federal elected officials, as well as the business 

community and general public.

Economic Recovery:
§ While trillions of dollars of stimulus funds and programs have been injected into the U.S. economic system, few believe this has been 

sufficient. PPP small business loans are running out, and supplemental unemployment benefits expired at the end of July. Additional 
stimulus packages are being discussed in Congress and the White House, but Democrats and Republicans have still not reached a 
consensus about what such a bill should contain.

§ While the unemployment rate has been decreasing for several months, it remains historically high.
§ Until virus cases are substantially decreasing around the country and comprehensive plans have been developed and implemented to

limit spread until a vaccine can be deployed, economic activity will likely remain below normal levels.

Corporate Response:
§ Many corporations and high-net worth individuals have developed funds and initiatives to help aid in the pandemic response. 
§ Corporations are leveraging relationships in Washington, D.C. to ensure stimulus and recovery programs meet the needs of their industry.
§ Companies are finding new and unique ways to communicate to stakeholders and modify messaging to meet current needs and provide 

reassurance.
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Corporate Concerns in the U.S.
§ Economic activity is linked to virus recovery, and it is incumbent on corporations to identify unique and sophisticated ways to entice 

consumers to return and instill a level of comfort and trust.

§ Companies operating in the U.S. must continuously ensure operations are adhering to the changing guidance issued by federal and state 
officials. There has been some discussion in Congress, but no resolution, on whether and how to protect companies or hold them liable 
for employees sickened at work.

§ As federal and state government agencies vary widely in corporate requirements and recommendations, many companies have taken it
upon themselves to pivot their core output or to institute more stringent health and safety protocols than required for employees or 
customers. For example, Walmart, Costco, CVS, Target, and Best Buy are among the retailers that now require masks nationwide.

§ Additionally, many corporations have felt compelled to respond to civil unrest sweeping the country – whether because their operations 
or retail locations have been affected or as an ESG initiative. There is great potential for such responses to engage but also to alienate 
segments of an organization’s customer base, and, if not well executed, these efforts can also backfire with their intended audience.

Potential for Litigation Issues / Legal Challenges:

§ Companies doing business in the U.S. could expect a higher incidence of lawsuits stemming from the impacts of COVID-19.

§ The sources of such lawsuits, including class-action suits, or litigation could include: investors/shareholders; customers; 
employees/retirees; federal or state regulators (for charges ranging from price gouging; lack of or misleading disclosure, lack of PPE for 
employees, etc.); competitors; suppliers/partners; financial institutions (loan, insurance, or mortgage providers). 

§ There may also be greater potential for cyber breaches and cyber ransom attacks as more companies and employees work remotely.
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Long-Term Effects

§ Facebook and Twitter have both announced they will allow employees to work from home permanently. Especially if others 
follow suit, this could mark the beginning of a redistribution of the workforce, as employees move away from expensive 
areas like San Francisco and NYC. 

§ Even as offices, restaurants, museums, schools etc. are partially or fully “reopening,” things will not be business as usual 
until a vaccine is widely available. Some schools and offices have students and workers on rotating schedules; 
restaurants, museums, and events are remaining at reduced capacity and/or offering reduced services; retailers continue 
implementing extraordinary cleaning and distancing guidelines; tourism and travel have remained greatly reduced, etc.

§ As COVID-19 infections spike again, we may see greater numbers of cities and states ordering partial or full returns to 
lockdown, further damaging local economies.

§ Reopening and recovery efforts in major U.S. cities may face additional challenges due to the public health, political, and 
social effects of protests across the country.
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There remains much uncertainty over how reopening will proceed around the country and what the unforeseen 
consequences of both locking down and reopening will be. 



KARV Communications is a strategic communications firm with a focus on corporate and financial communications, crisis management 
and public affairs. KARV is led by a team of talented professionals with extensive global experience in a variety of industries: finance, 
media, government, energy, consumer goods, technology, healthcare, gaming, entertainment and more.

Our philosophy is simple – we achieve the goals set by our clients all over the world, through an extensive network and an unbiased 
approach to solving problems. Many firms offer talent and experience; however, few offer talent, experience and worldwide relationships. 

About KARV

§ Strategic counsel
§ Positioning and thought 

leadership
§ Financial communications 

around transactions
§ Message development
§ Media relations
§ Media training
§ Internal communications / 

Employee engagement
§ ESG / Corporate Social 

Responsibility 

§ Issues management campaigns
§ International, state and local 

outreach
§ Executive Office and Federal 

regulatory agency outreach, 
including NHTSA, CPSC, FDA 
and others

§ Congressional outreach
§ Policy messaging and briefing 

materials

§ Hands-on crisis counsel: KARV has proven success in 
guiding clients through the morass of scrutiny and 
questions that can emerge quickly from the public, 
media, investors, customers, governmental / 
regulatory agencies, and employees as crisis erupts

§ Litigation support: KARV devises communications 
strategies that help advance a client’s litigation goals 
before key stakeholders while anticipating likely and 
contingency next steps in the legal process

§ Reputation rebuilding campaigns
§ Crisis communications plans and training
§ Recall management: logistics and communications
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Corporate Communications Public AffairsCrisis Management & Litigation Support



KARV Communications
122 East 42nd Street, Suite 2005 

New York City, NY 10168
+1 212-333-0275
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